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Condition Monitoring Services is now a
distributor of Fluke Thermal Imagers
1888 Press Release
Condition Monitoring Services Inc. is now distributing the popular Ti line of Fluke
Thermal Infrared cameras. Along with matching any advertised price for these units,
onsite delivery and setup support is included in the cost.
By offering an onsite demonstration and training session upon purchase, plant
managers can rest assured that all personnel is adequately prepared to utilize the
Fluke unit for maximum efficiency. Units range from low-cost starter cameras to
professional high-end imagers and are useful for many different applications,
including: moisture detection, insulation issues, MCC and power pole electrical
scans, and heat surveys of hard to access equipment.
A unique feature onboard these units is Fluke's patent pending IR Fusion
technology. This technology blends visible light images with IR images to create a
unified glimpse that allows accurate pinpointing of trouble spots. There are five
different viewing options within the unit, including: full infrared, full visible light
image, picture-in-picture, auto blending, and visible alarm. The visible alarm feature
is advantageous in that it is mostly a digital photo with the exception of any
temperature levels that exceed preset alarm levels. These areas are marked in IR
red, allowing the user to immediately understand where the heat is coming from. IR
Fusion technology saves time by ensuring that repairs are done correctly the first
time.
Purchase a Fluke Thermal Imager through our online store, or browse over a
thousand other equipment reliability products in many categories, including
accelerometers, shaft alignment tools, vibration monitors and accessories, and
vibration training software. All major credit cards are accepted, and most products
arrive within two to three business days after order is complete. Fluke units receive
free priority two-day shipping and a free training session by one of our experienced
field technicians at no additional cost. Bundled pricing packages are available for
customers interested in purchasing a Fluke 810 Vibration Tester as well.
Condition Monitoring Services is an authorized dealer for Fluke Vibration Testers
and Infrared cameras, in addition to being a Western United States predictive
maintenance company specializing in vibration testing and analysis, infrared
inspection and report generation, emission compliance testing, laser alignment
services, and oil analysis. CMS strives to make condition monitoring easier for all
industries by ensuring clients are purchasing the "best fit product" for their
application coupled with options for onsite support and training. ###
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